
Thursday 25th June, 2020 

FROM THE PRINCIPAL   
 

 

What a Term  
We cannot believe we are at the end of Term 2, it has certainly been a Term like no 
other. We have done things a little differently, however there has still been much to 
celebrate. The children experienced and navigated remote learning and increased 
their digital skills. The staff also experienced a new way of teaching, implementing a 
remote program and increased their technology knowledge and skills.  
We thank the parents for the support you have provided to not only your children but 
to the whole staff.  
At this stage staggered departure times will continue for Term 3 and parents are  
unable to enter the school grounds. As soon as further updates are provided we will 
send out this information to parents.  
 
Camps: Grades 3-6  
After consulting with staff, we have made a school based decision to not go ahead 
with the Grade 3 and 4 camp next Term. We will continue to monitor the situation in 
regards to the Grade 5/6 Camp. We have not taken this decision lightly and we know 
the children will be disappointed, however we feel this is in the best interests of  
student and staff health and wellbeing. We thank you for your understanding.  
 
Staffing  
We farewelled Mrs Free during remote learning and she is now on Maternity Leave. 
Mrs Whitfield and Mrs Cole have taken over teaching 3F.  
 
The Grade 2 and 3 Intervention program will now be implemented by Kaye Findlay. 
Parents who have children involved in this program will be contacted.  
 
First Aid Assistant  
We welcome Mel Georgiadis who will be taking on the role of our First Aid Assistant. 
  
We thank Georgia for all the care and attention she has shown the children during 
her time at PPS.  
 
Term 2 Ends - Friday 26th June - Early Dismissal  
We will be implementing the same departure system, please take note of changes to 
times.  
 
2:15pm - A-K  
2:30pm - L-Z  
 
Term 3 Begins – Monday 13th July  
 
 
Leanne Bradney 
Principal 
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Responsibility     Respect     Resilience     Integrity     Cooperation     Excellence 



 

Grade For Name 

Foundation For being a bright, self-motivated student who   
consistently strives for excellence in all areas of his 
learning. 

Michael G 

 1 Excellence- Making valued contributions during 
class discussions, displaying a great understanding 
of all concepts taught.  

Max W 

2 For being an amazing role model for her          
classmates and always striving for excellence in 
everything she does. 

Jasmine F 

3 For being a helpful and polite student who  always 
listens well and shows respect to his peers and 
teachers.  

Ryan M 

4 Responsibility - For showing initiative and            
becoming an increasingly independent  learner, 
during both remote learning and in the classroom, 
while consistently producing work of a high      
standard.  

Carson S 

5 For demonstrating Excellence in all that she does, 
with a smile and enthusiasm that is  contagious.  

Emily M 

6 For always taking pride in her work and        
demonstrating excellence in everything she does. 

Scarlet C 

Values Awards 
Week beginning: 15th June, 2020 



 

Grade For Name 

Foundation For showing resilience and being really brave while 
she has been on crutches.  

Bella V K 

 1 For always treating teachers and peers with        
respect, kindness and empathy.  

Madison D 

2 For being a responsible learner and a respectful 
and cooperative class member.  

Indi H 

3 For always striving to be the best that he can be. 
He uses teacher feedback to improve his work and 
creates his own learning goals to challenge himself 
and strive for excellence.  

Ethan B 

4 Excellence - For pursuing his personal best in all 
subjects by being persistent, working with a growth 
mindset, and by always looking to challenge      
himself.  

Alexander O 

5 Excellence: For consistently working diligently and 
displaying excellence during face-to-face and     
remote learning. He is an outstanding example for 
the rest of his peers.   

Harry A 

6 Responsibility - For being a consistent, responsible 
student throughout remote learning. Never missing 
a WebEx and completing all of your activities to the 
best of your ability.  

Matilda J 

Values Awards 
Week beginning: 22nd June, 2020 



 

WHAT’S HAPPENING!   
 

FOUNDATION 
 
What a crazy Term!! The Foundation students 
have done an exceptional job of coping with 
change and we are all looking forward to a hard 
earnt break!  
 
This week we have been busy making special 
houses for our Peg People and talking about what 
they need and want in their homes. We have also 
learnt 2 new letters Xx and Yy (as a consonant), 
bringing us closer to completing all Alphabet     
letters! To celebrate completing letters A-Z we will 
be having a special Alphabet dress up day on the 
Wednesday 22nd July.  More information about 
this day will come home at the beginning of Term 
3.  
 
Also a reminder that we have an early finish on 
Friday – with departure times being brought      
forward by an hour. Departure group 1, A-K will 
finish at 2:15pm and Departure group 2, L-Z will 
be departing at 2:30pm. Students will also be      
bringing home new readers for the holidays. 
Please ensure their current readers are cleaned, 
ready to be returned this Friday.  
 
We hope everyone enjoys their holidays and 
come back well rested and refreshed, ready for 
Term 3!  
 
 

GRADE 1 
 
What a Term it has been! We would like to thank 
all the Grade One parents and children for their 
amazing work and effort put in to the last 3 
months.  
 
We have seen some fabulous work at home and 
in the classroom. From writing procedures and 
poems, to measuring items and counting money, 
we have continued to see resilience and          
persistence shown by all the Grade 1’s. Our     
favourite activities from the Term have been    
making our season trees for our inquiry topic 
weather, setting reading and writing goals and 
making experiments to help with writing our      
procedures. We look forward to all the exciting 
and new topics and concepts we will be covering 
next Term.  
 
We would also like to thank all the parents for 
their Parent Teacher Conferences on Tuesday. It 
was lovely to reflect on your child’s success 
throughout the first half of the year. 
 
We hope everyone has a restful break, stays safe 
and enjoys some family time. See you all for Term 
3.  

 

GRADE 2 
 
Over the last fortnight, our literacy focus has      
included: Identifying author’s purpose (persuade, 
inform, entertain); Understanding figurative        
language and how authors use similes to enhance 
their writing; Reading and writing poetry with 
rhythm and expression, with students learning how 
to write both cinquain and colour poems.  

In Maths, students completed our ‘Shape,     
Transformation and Location’ topic and have really 
developed their mathematical vocabulary for the        
various concepts involved.  

We finished off our Inquiry topic by looking at   
possible threats to animal habitats and what we 
can do to help. 

Congratulations to all of our Grade 2 students (and 
families) for their amazing effort and achievements 
throughout this very different and challenging 
term. We wish you all the best for the holiday 
break. 

 

GRADE 3 
 
Congratulations on completing Term 2 Grade 3’s! 
This has been a very different term for everyone 
and we are so proud of the resilience you have 
shown.  
 
One of the highlights of this week were making 3D 
shapes from nets. This proved challenging to 
some, however all children demonstrated great   
persistence and were pleased with their final  
result. 
 
During Inquiry, the Grade 3 children had a ball   
participating in another wonderful hands on       
activity. To complete our forces topic, we       
measured the distance toy cars travelled when 
placed on ramps with varying textures. The       
children discovered the role of friction and showed 
great teamwork during this group activity. 
 
Next term we will begin our new Inquiry topic ‘We 
Are One’, in which we study Australian Indigenous 
culture. 
 
We hope you can all have a happy, safe and     
relaxing holiday and we are looking forward to  
seeing your smiling faces return for Term 3! 

 
 



 

WHAT’S HAPPENING  …  cont’d 
 
 

GRADE 4 
 
What a unique term it has been! The Grade 4 
teachers are extremely proud of our cohort of  
students and everything they have achieved so far 
this year. We hope our students and their families 
have a safe and relaxing holiday. 
 
Reading Comprehension – We have thoroughly 
enjoyed reading and exploring our mentor text 
The Sweetest Fig over the last two weeks. The 
students have further developed their ability to 
find the main idea, infer by drawing conclusions 
using clues from the text and their own prior 
knowledge as well as expand their tier two  
vocabulary. The students especially loved the 
twist ending in the story! 
 
Writing/Inquiry – The students have been  
extremely busy writing their Information Report on 
their chosen explorer. From revising the structure 
to reading their relevant research and  
paraphrasing the most important information into 
their own words. The students have definitely 
learnt new facts about their chosen explorer's  
biography and main voyage! We look forward to 
seeing the final product in the form of a poster or 
booklet and sharing their knowledge by the end of 
the week.  
 
Mathematics – We have finished our Division 
Concepts and Strategies topic this week with a 
post-test to showcase what the students have 
learnt over the last few weeks. Next term, we will 
be beginning with the applied maths topic Length, 
Area, Capacity, Mass and Volume. As this is an 
Applied Maths topic, your child may be in a 
different group with perhaps a different Maths 
teacher. These groups are based on their    
current understanding of Length, Area,        
Capacity, Mass and Volume. 

GRADE 5/6 
 
This week we finished our Inquiry booklets,        
focusing on healthy habits and healthy minds. The   
students have enjoyed creating and sharing a   
procedural piece of writing that demonstrates 
teaching a skill to their peers through this topic.  
Emphasising on clear instructions, muscle groups, 
stretches to perform and even some safety       
precautions. Even creating some digestive        
systems in STEM to showcase their knowledge. 
 
Maths for the Term has wrapped up with revision 
of concepts we have covered, including perimeter 
and area, fractions, as well as data and graphs. 
We are looking forward to next Term and hitting 
the ground running with our Maths groups. 
 
The 5/6 teachers hope every family has a happy 
and healthy break, and we can’t wait to see you all 
next Term. 

 

  

 
 
 



 

 

STARS OF THE WEEK 
 

Friday 12th June , 2020 

00G Lucas G  For coming back to school with a fabulous attitude and for working so hard with his reading!  

00J Micah C For his outstanding effort sounding out while reading and writing!  

00N Logan B For a super effort with his sight words!  

00S Ronan A For his outstanding return to school from home learning.  

00T Valentina  G For her wonderful efforts during remote learning, particularly with her reading. Well done!  

01A Max D For his amazing effort throughout remote learning, particularly in his writing tasks. Fantastic 
work Max!  

01B Sophia E For her fantastic efforts and hard work in all learning areas. Well done for approaching all 
tasks with enthusiasm Sophia!  

01M Lucette M For always working hard to produce her best during writing lessons. Keep it up!  

01P Aoife D For working hard and always trying her best.  

01R Sienna C For her positive and hardworking attitude towards her schooling,  
ensuring she always completes tasks to the best of her ability.  

02D Ela S For her amazing efforts during remote learning and for always having a positive attitude. Well 
done Ela.  

02G Sienna M For always giving 100% in everything you do. Well done Sienna!  

02M Lucy Y For your positive attitude, effort and enthusiasm for learning.  

02N Darcy K For building his self-confidence and self belief to complete work to the best of his ability. Well 
done Darcy.  

02P Leo N For his amazing efforts through remote learning, especially when completing his  
Information Report. Well done Leo!  

03F Jessica S For putting an enormous amount of effort during remote learning by  
taking her time to complete tasks to her best potential. Well done Jess!  

03G Hunter C For the fantastic effort he put into his remote learning tasks.  

03P Lyla H For completing fantastic pieces of work during remote learning and for engaging in our     
WebEx meetings. So proud of you Lyla.  

03R Owen R For extending himself to complete work of the highest quality during remote learning with  
fantastic effort and presentation at all times.  

04B Ivy D For her outstanding effort, focus and commitment during remote  
learning.  

04E Bailey C For being a dedicated and responsible learner who strived to achieve his best  throughout  

remote learning.  

04H Alexandra C For consistently working to the best of her ability during remote learning with enthusiasm and a 
growth mindset.  

04T Harrison G For showing resilience during remote learning and giving his best go at every activity.  

04U Charlotte D For her amazing effort during remote learning and always taking on feedback to improve her 
work.  

5/6B Niamh H For her fantastic work ethic and creativity in all areas of remote learning.  

5/6C Liam Mc For showing responsibility for his learning during remote schooling and transferring that same 
work ethic into face-to face learning.  

5/6G Millie H-M For always working to her personal best during remote learning and  completing set tasks to 
consistently high level.  

5/6H Sophie N For her exceptional ability to listen to feedback and apply it to her work, demonstrated during 
remote learning.  

5/6J Tom Y For being on top of all of your responsibilities throughout remote learning. Well done!  

5/6R Josh T For his resilience and strong work ethic throughout online learning. Well done Josh!  

5/6S Charlotte C For always trying her best and being a great friend!  



 

00G India T For always trying her best and showing such amazing improvements in writing!  

00J Wyatt S For using time order words in his recount writing. Awesome work!  

00N Teagan N For being a wonderful friend and always giving her best effort in class.  

00S Jasmine B For her wonderful weekend writing! Beautiful letter formation and perfect  punctuation!  

00T Andelise I For her wonderful effort and improvement with reading and writing. Well done!  

01A Jesse A For his excellent effort in writing a procedure independently.  

01B Dana V For working hard to complete an excellent procedure of her own using great verbs. Excellent 
work Dana!  

01M Jett S For working hard to produce a high quality procedure. Keep it up, Jett!  

01P Heidi K For working really hard! Improving her literacy skills. Keep up the awesome work!  

01R Luca F For his excellent independent procedure. Well done Luca!  

02D April C For always having a positive attitude, and working hard to improve her reading and writing! 
Well done April. 

02G Alex B For doing a great job with your writing and poetry, keep up the terrific effort!  

02M Mila B For always communicating respectfully, being open to feedback, and using it        
effectively.  

02N Ray Z For an amazing effort with poetry writing. Well done Ray.  

02P Levi M For being consistently resilient and sliding seamlessly back into school routine with a positive 
mindset.  

03F Lily B For being a good friend and helping others without hesitation.  

03G Lily S For her positive attitude to all class tasks and demonstrating persistence.  

03P Jake M For presenting an informative speech about televisions. Well done Jake.  

03R Iryna Z For striving for excellence in all areas of the curriculum!  

04B Caris C For her positive and enthusiastic approach to all areas of the curriculum while  
consistently producing work of a high standard.   

04E Lucy G For her consistent effort and ability to take on feedback to make            

improvements   during remote learning. Well done!  

04H Nixon W For providing meaningful and insightful contributions during class discussions. Well done  
Nixon!  

04T Zali C For always using manners, behaving beautifully and working hard in class.  

04U Finlay W For his wonderful effort during remote learning, demonstrating responsibility and a growth 
mindset towards his learning.  

 

STARS OF THE WEEK 
 
 Friday 19th June, 2020 

5/6B Joey G For always having a willingness to learn and a positive attitude in the classroom.  

5/6C Haylee M For always working to the best of her ability and being a respected member of 56C.  

5/6G Sadie R For working very hard as part her team on her inquiry project and being a  
wonderful contributor.  

5/6H Maia T For always being a positive and enthusiastic student who demonstrates        
excellence in all that she does.  

5/6J Rhys W.S For always working to the best of your ability and putting effort into all tasks. 

5/6R Kassia H For always giving her best effort and being a kind and considerate classmate!  

5/6S Archie M For always giving his best effort and being a kind and considerate class   member!  



 

 



 



 

Please visit the link below to read more about COVID-19 measures 
and procedures. 
 
http://www.fitforkidsco.com.au/content/faqs 

http://www.fitforkidsco.com.au/content/faqs


 

2020/2021 ENTERTAINMENT BOOKS 
 
Would you like to purchase an Digital Entertainment Book early to 
receive extra membership months (and a gift with your purchase).  
 
You would also be supporting Parkdale Primary School. 
 
Check out the new 12 month digital memberships at our payment 
page here https://www.entertainment.com.au/orderbooks/186b788 
 
Only digital copies are available - hard copies have been  
discontinued. 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.entertainment.com.au%2Forderbooks%2F186b788&data=02%7C01%7Cteasdale.helen.h%40edumail.vic.gov.au%7Cb9176a0749ef4c4afbdd08d7b5b46b32%7Cd96cb3371a8744cfb69b3cec334a4c1f%7C0%7C0%7C637177659897

